CES-WSF Writing Lab Fellows’ Presentations at 27th International Conference of Europeanists: Europe’s Past, Present, and Future: Utopias and Dystopias

Find the final program [here](#).

All sessions are listed in Eastern Daylight Time (EDT).

1- Fellow: **Sergio Luiz Cruz Aguilar**, Sao Paulo State University, UNESP
Session: [100] EU External Relations
6/22/2021, 8:00 AM to 9:30 AM, Zoom Room 22

2- Fellow: **Lisheng Dong**, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (with co-authors: Qun Cui, Qingdao Institute of Administration, and Tom Christensen, University of Oslo)
Paper title: *Convergence and Divergence in Integrated Care Reform: Comparing China and Norway*
Session: [292] Institutional Change in Health & Social Protection Systems
6/25/2021, 8:00 AM to 9:30 AM, Zoom Room 21

3- Fellow: **Oksana Ermolaeva**, Collegium for Advanced Studies, New College Europe, Bucharest, Romania
Paper title: *Russian Imperial Colonization of the Borderland Karelia, XVII –XX Century*
Session: [284] Understanding Europe as a Post-colonial and Post-imperial Space
6/25/2021, 8:00 AM to 9:30 AM, Zoom Room 13

4- Fellow: **Anlam Filiz**, Turkish-German University
Paper title: *EU-Turkey Refugee Deal and Reshaping the Idea of Europe in the Turkish Media*
Session: [68] When Europe is Constructed From its Outside and Peripheries
6/21/2021, 12:00 PM to 1:30 PM, Zoom Room 4

5- Fellow: **Toyin Oluwaremilekun Oluwaniyi**, Redeemer's University
Paper title: *Multinational Oil Corporations (MNOCs), Environmental Governance and Conflict in Nigeria's Oil-Rich Niger Delta Region*
Session: [258] Environmental Europe: The Energy Question
6/24/2021, 10:00 AM to 11:30 AM, Zoom Room 17
6- Fellow: **Edina Palević**, Andrassy University Budapest

Paper title: *Europeanization of Montenegro: A Success or a Failure of EU Conditionality?*
Session: [204] Authoritarianism and Social Transformation in Eastern Europe and Central Asia
6/24/2021, 8:00 AM to 9:30 AM, Zoom Room 3

Moderator in session [91]: Politics and Regulation in the European Union’s Neighborhood
6/22/2021, 8:00 AM to 9:30 AM, Zoom Room 8

7- Fellow: **Sukanya Sarkar Sasmal**, Sarojini Naidu College for Women, West Bengal State University (with co-author Indranil Chattopadhyay, B.K.C. College, West Bengal State University)

Paper title: *From Utopian Dreamland to Dystopian World: Europe of the Colonized Bengali*
Session: [316] Race, Racism, and Colonial Legacies in Europe
6/25/2021, 10:00 AM to 11:30 AM, Zoom Room 27

8- Fellow: **Mare Ushkovska**, Independent Researcher

Paper title: *European (Dis)Union: A Theoretical Discussion of the Future of European Integration and Sovereignty*
Session: [207] Politics of European (Dis)integration
6/24/2021, 8:00 AM to 9:30 AM, Zoom Room 7